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A New Approach for Reversible online Testability with No

Ancillary Inputs and Garbage Outputs

Hafiz Md. Hasan Babu

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

University of Dhaka, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh

Email: hafizbabu@du.ac.bd

Abstract: This paper proposes a cost-efficient reversible online testable unit. We have presented an

efficient technique foi designing the compact reversible online testable unit with the optimum time

complexity. We show that the proposed online testable technique has time complexity O(logt), whereas

the best known existing technique has O(r), where ir is the number of inputs in the reversible circuit. In

addition, our design ploposes three new reversible online testing blocks: An Input Copying Block (ICB)

for copying the inputs oithe given reversible ESOP (Exclusive-OR Sum of Products) function, an Output

Copying B"lock (OCB) for copying the required outputs of the prgposed online testable circuit and a

l,lyriuAi.yn an Gate. Block 1]r,feCSl that acts as the error detection band for checking online testability

oith. p.opor.d reversible circuit. Moreover, the proposed reversible online testable circuit is the first

.r., onlin. testable in the literature till now, which is garbage and ancilla free. The comparative study

using benchmark functions shows that the proposed online testable circuit performs better than the

existlng ones in terms of quantum gates, delays, area and power, i.e., on an avefage, the proposed online

testabli circuit improv ", 
68.34%,1S.ZZyr, 15.84%, 17 .36%and 35.82% in terms of area, power, delay,

quanfum cost and on the number of transistors, respectively, than the best known existing one.

Kelvords: online testability, Quantum cost, Garbage output, ESOP, Benchmark function.

1. Introduction

Reversible logic is an unprecedented logic by which a reversible circuit can recover the bit loss from its

mapping ofu-nique inpufand output vectors, whereas an irreversible or a conventional logic is unable to

,..tr.r- its inputs from its output patterns or vice versa and thus it losses information. Now-a-days,

reversible logic has been immensely used in various applications such as power efficient device, DNA

computing, quantum computing [1] and nanotechnology [3]. In 1960s, Landauer [2] vigorously proved

that ihe tJring of eu.tr bit of iniormation dissipates the significant amount of energy [5] which is at least

KTx ln2joul-es, where K is the Boltzmann constant and 7 is the temperature [5] at which the system is

operating. As reversible logic has one-to-one corespondence [4, 5] between its input and output vectofs,

no inforirution is lost app"roximately in this technique and probably zero power dissipation would be

achieved. As such, ,.u.rrib1. logic would be a solution in the pave ofnano-technological nourishment era

[3]. Though reversible circuits-consist of reversible gates [4], the perfomance of a reversible circuit

depends i, ,orn. matrices such as alea, power' delay, quantum cost and number of gates etc' Key

challenge is to overcome these impediments and optimize these parameters as much as possible [6, 22].

Testing is an important part of reversible logic since it is necessary to make sure that the resulting

reversible circuit is fault iiee. A very few previous research works have been done on testable reversible

circuits. In reversible logic, testing can be one of the major problems, as the levels of reversible logic are

significantly higher than the standard logic. Testing approaches ofreversible circuits are at the beginning

ofldevelopment, and the recent approaches are described in [16-20]'
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Five main contributions are addressed in this paper are as follows:
o A new reversible online testable technique has been introduced with the optimum time

complexity till now in the literafire.
o A new reversible input copying block and an output copying block circuits are presented with the

fewest number of quantum gates.
o A distinct Fe)mman gate, namely, MFGB has been introduced with the optimal quantum cost that

selves as an effor detection band prohibitin g garbage outputs from passing as outputs.

' A reversible online testable circuit is presented using the proposed online testabie technique, two
circuit blocks and a distinct Feynman gate with the optimum number of quanfum gates, area,
power, delay and transistors with no ancillary inputs and garbage outputs.o The proposed online testable circuit is also compared with the existing ones in terms of area and
power, and with the help of lemmas and theorems, the reversibility and effrciency of the proposed
online testable circuit has also been established.

ln the next section, we have discussed basic definitions and properties of reversible circuits. Ia Section
III, we have discussed the earlier approaches and their limitationi. tn Section fV, we have described our
motivation towards designing a new reversible online testable circirit. In-Section V, we t uu. p.opo..O-u
fast online testable technique and designed the testable circuit. In Section VI, we have discussed
performance analysis of the proposed method. Last of all, we have concluded the paper in Section VII.

2.Basic Definitions of Reversible Gates and Their properties

In this section, we have represented the basic ideas and definitions of some of the properties ofreversible
logic.

2.1 Reversible Gate

Reversible gate is an n-inpfi,n-output circirit that produces a unique output pattern 14,23-241 for each
possible input pattem (one-to-one correspondence). For an n xz revirsible-gate f the input vector be I,
and the output vector be o",then I" : (1,, Ir, I j...1) and, o,: (o,, 02, q...-o). The relationship befween
these vectors is denoted as (1, <->O,) 14,23-241. A block diagram of an nxn reversible gate is shown in
Figr 1.

Sr
Oz

Sn

1

Fig. 1: Block diagram of an n x r reversible gate

2.2 Reversible Parity Preserving Gate

Reversible parity preserving Sate is used to detect the error of a reversible gate which constantly preserves
the same parity between inputs and ou@uts. This property is I1@ 12@... dL = O, @ O, @... b O,*hirh
allows to detect a faulty signal from the circuit's primary outputs [l5].When a reversible circuit is
implemented using only parity preserving reversible gates, the whole circuii itself preserves the parity and
thus it can able to detect the fault [15].

h
Ir
In
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2.3 Online Testability

According to [19], there are two t]pes of testing approaches: Online (concunent testing) and Offline
(non-concurent testing), or both can be combined. Online testing approacft is working while the system
is performing its normal operation which allows faults to be detected in real time [24].

2.4 Quantum Cost

Quantum cost can be computed by substituting the reversible gates ofa circuit by a cascade ofelementary
quantum gates [1, 7]. Elementary quantum gates realize the quantum circuit that are inherently reversible
and manipulate qubits rather than pure logic values [0]. Quantum cost of the reversible circuit is the
number of basic quantum gates that the circuit consists of [1, 7, 10]. Graphical representation of basic
quantum gates, i.e., NOT, CNOT, Controlled-V and Controlled-Vt are shown in Fig.2(a), Fig.2(b),
Fig.2(c) and Fig.2(d), respectively.

IAF*+-[A']

{$}

lf A th+n

ViBi *ire $

lAr

1{ A thea

V'{E} *kc I
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p,,k"hra'-vi .[ Bangtadesh computer society
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rs,-Fre,
(a) NOT Quantum Gate [10] (b) CNOT Quantum Gate [10]

(c) Controlled-V Gale [10]. (d) Controlled-V* Gate It01.

Fig.2: Basic quantum gates

2.5 Garbage Outputs and Constant Inputs

An unwanted or unused ouQut of a reversible gate which is not used as the input of other reversible gates,

is known as a garbage output. Garbage outputs are needed only to maintain the reversibility. Hear,y price
is paid off for each garbage output [22]. Constant inpuls are the inputs of a quantum gate (or circuit) that
are either set to 0 or 1 [6]. Constant inputs are also known as uncillury inputs 16l.

2.6 Delay

The delay of a reversible circuit is proportional to the depth of the circuit [7]. The number of stages in the
quantum representation o$ a reversible circuit is called the depth of the circuit [7]. Delay time in a

transistor-based circuit is calculated using the formula D€ld.lp,opogation-RC, where C is the total
capacitance and .R is the effective resistance of the circuit [2 1]. The delay of an electronic device must be

kept minimum for making it faster [7i 21].

3. Background Study of Existing Online Testable Approaches

ln this section, we have discussed ,orrr. p..uious approaches for constructing online testable reversible
circuits. We have also analyzed design issues and performance metrics with benefits and limitations of
these approaches.
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3.1 Online Testable Approach Using Rl, R2 and R Reversible Gates [16]

Vasudcvan et ti. 116l proposed an approach for designing onHnc testablc revetsible circuits using
revcrsible gatcs. This approach proposes thrcc ncw reversible logic gates, narnely R1. R2 and R reycrsible
gates. Gate R1 implcments arbitraly functions and R2 incorporatcs online testability featr.rres into the
cilcuit. Rl can generate all Boolean lunctions by setting dilferent values in its input lines. R2 gate is used
in thc circuit to determine if thcre is any single bit fault ir.r Rl gatc or in itself. IlRl is fault frec, the parity
output of Rl and the parity output ol R2 should be complement to each othcr. rvhich is tested using a two-
pair rail chccker. Otherwisc, the circuit rs assumcd to be faulty. This tecltnique is easier to irnplcment tbr
detccting singlc bit faults. Main disadvantages of tliis method are as fbllows: it generates huge garbagc
outpLtts, t'equires a large number ol constant inputs as well as area, power and delay to check thc online
testability. Moreover, laults may occur due to excessive garbage outputs which also makes the flnal
output ofthe circuit f'aulty although the circuit is not actually faulty.

3.2 Online Testable Approach Using Testable Reversible Cells [20]
Mahamrlrad et aL. 120) proposed an approach that converts an cxisting revcrsible circuit to an online
testable circuit. This approach oonsists of the follorving steps: Firstly, it transfbrms an nyfi reversible
circuit (gate) into an (r+// xfr+1) revcrsiblc circuit (namely, DR" (deduccd reversible gate-a) by adding
an additional input and an additional output with thc initial circuit (gate). Secondly, rt adds an
(n+l)r(n+11 reversiblc circuit(Deduced reversible gate-b, DR5) with the prcvious circuit (DR") to
calculatc the parity of the initial circuit. Thirdly. the rcversible circuits DR" and DRlr are combined
togcther to construct a testable reversible cell (TRC). Lastly, two parity outputs from each TRCI cell arc
combined togcther to form a test cell(TC) to dctect thc error of thc online tcstable circuit. This method has
less timc complexity and it requircs fcrver quantum gates than [16]. However, it still rcquires hugc delay,
quantum cost, area, power. garbage outputs and ancillary inputs.

3.3 Online Testing of ESOP-Based Circuits [8]
Nayeent et o/. proposed an approach I I 8] for onllne testing of an ESOP-based circuit [ 1 7] . To converl an
ESOP circuit into an onlinc tcstable circuii, this lpproach adds some additional NOT and CNOT quanturn
gatcs as shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively. A special representation of a Tofloli gatc is the
extended Toffoli gate (ETG) [18].which is also used in the papcr to replace the conventional Toffoli gatcs
olthe ESOP circuit. A parity line is required for cletecting a fault which is initialized with a 0 (zero). In
the papcr, an rr-bit Toffoli gate is replaced by an (n+ I )-bit ETG gate, where the last (n+ l'') bit of the ETG
gate is connected to thc parity line. Thc method r,vorks as fbllows: Firstly, n bits of the ETG gatc are same
as that ofan tl-bit Toffoli gate lor the function or an exprcssion. Secondly, EXOR operation is perfbrmed
of each input line with the parity line in the given circuit and thirdly, EXOR operations of both input and
output lincs are perfbnncd with the parity line. Thrs method makes all bcnchmark functions online
testablc in an eflicient and laster walr than existing techniques [16, 20], ancl reduces gate level dclays, but
it still rcquires a largc number of garbage outputs and constant inputs which causcs laults at the final
output of the circuits though the circuits are not actually faulty. Moreover. it has an overhcad of huge
de lay" area and powcr although it is more compact than [1 6,20] in terms of nun.rber of gates, quantum cost
rnd garhagc oulputs.

4. Motivation Towards the New Concept of Reversible Online Testing

In this papcr, the scope of the optimization of time complexity as well as eradication of garbagc outputs
and constant inputs has been addressed, rvhich has rnotivated to introduce a completely ncrv and an
efflcient tcchnique of revcrsible online tcsting witli the optirnum time complexity, where the proposed
techniquc works like the cxisting Dynamic Problem (DP) Algorithm [9].The reduction of tin.rc complexity
minimizes thc number of opcrations and hardwarc complexitics. To irnplement the reversible online
testable circuits, we proposed fbur rcvcrsible blocks. namcly. Input Copying Block (lCB). Output

P,,Lk6l,'rJ,qt Bangladesh Computer Society 04
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Copying Block (OCB), Parity Preserving Circuit Block and Myriad Feynman Gate Block (MFGB)in

ord& to serve all reversible ESOP functions according to our proposed algorithm, where the ICB block

generates the copies of input variables that will be needed in circuit for copying the same inputs and the

OCg btock copies the outputs to get the final required outputs and hence it degrades the number of gates

and quantum iost. Thus, the number ofgates, delay as well as area, power and the number oftransistors

are reduced. A large number of ancillary inputs and garbage outputs results in increasing the area, delay

[21], power consumption and quantum cost [1, 7]. So, we are motivated to design our reversible online

testable circuit in such a way that removes ancillary inputs [6] and garbage outputs 112,221. Parity

preserving circuit block preserves parity bits and MFGB block performs the EXOR operation on the

garbage outpum for checking online testability and thus, it prohibits garbage ouQuts from going through

irtpri lines. Memory elements store ancillary inputs and hence eliminate constant input lines. Omitting

the garbage outputs and ancillary inputs along with introducing new technique for online testability, the

prop.-osedlechnique obtains a circuit with the optimum numbers of gates and transistors and reduced

d,eliy, area, and power consumption that makes the proposed technique a novel and an efficient technique

in the literature so far.

5. Our Proposed Approach

This section introduces the proposed approach which can convert an ESOP function into an online

testable circuit. In this section, all proposed reversible circuits have been described. In addition,

Algorithm I is introduced to implement a reversibie online testable circuit.

5.1 Technique for Constructing Reversible Online Testable Circuits with No Ancillary Inputs and

Garbage Outputs

Reversible circuits of many ancillary inputs and garbage outputs are extremely difficult to realize lll-12,
22]. Reducing garbage outputs and constant inputs help to minimize the logical complexity and quantum

costs of reversible circuits. Moreover, it becomes easier to design larger quantum circuits in a faster,

compact and efficient way. In reversible circuits, a huge number of ancil1ary (constant) inputs and

garbage outputs lead to increase the size (area) ofthe circuit as well as the gate level delays and power

consrrrptlon. This sets the major objective of eliminating ancillary (constant) inputs and the number of

the garbage outputs in the reversible online testable circuits 16,12,221.

In this paper, only a constant input is stored using a memory location [6, 11-12] which is supplied

simultaneously to different blocks as an ancillary input according to the need of the circuits. Therefore,

the number oi ancillary input wires can be minimized using memory elements in the proposed reversible

online testable circuit [6, 11-12]. As a result, the proposed reversible online testable circuit truncates

ancillary inputs. Moreover, the required outputs only passes through the output wires and garbage outputs

go through the proposed MFGB block and an EXOR operation is performed among those garbage outputs

to .or*. onlini testability checking. So, in output lines, no garbage comes out, i.e., the circuit is free

from garbage outputs. LIence, the proposed design of the reversible online testable circuit discards

ancillary inputs and over[eads of garbage outputs which is first ever in the research of online testability

till now.

5.2 Input Copying Block (ICB)

In this section, we discuss a reversible block, namely, Input Copying Block (ICB)with its block diagram

as shown in Fig.3(a) and Fig.3(b), respectively. The whole circuit of this biock is to be considered as a

single reversible gate, although the block consists of (ni-l) numbers of 2-input CNOT or Feynman gates,

where 1< i 1n a11d r is the nimU.i of input lines for each value of i. Each input line of the ICB block is

connected via a 2-inp,i CNOT gate and forms the fina1 circuit which works as an input copying circuit.

For example, an input of the given ESOP function is connected to the input line f i of the ICB block and

other inputs (11, ) of the ICB block are initialized by 0(11 i 1n), where the outputsoT; corresponding to the

I
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Fig. 3(a): Internal circuit ofinput copying block (ICB)
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Fig. 3(b): Block diagram of input coplng block (ICB)

Lemma I: ICB is a reversible block. .1
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line. -By repeating the same

I.rr,.
f.-
r.,.
r.,r-.
r="
r.-

Fig. 3(a): Internal circuit of input copying block (ICB)
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O*=: I;." ,-, {E I-. €B I-j
o-*:I.,-.:* <BL.! <F, I"=,

Fig. 3(b): Block diagram of input coplng block (ICB)

Lemma 1: ICB is a reversible block.
r
Proof: We prove the above statement by the method of mathematical induction. The proposed reversible
circuit ICB is considered as a single reversible gate. In order to prove the reversibility oithe ICg block,
we need to show that all the inputs have the one-to-one correspondence to its outputs , i.r., 1,,ng,,, *yrr"
l1i 1n, 11.i 1n andr is the number of input lines for each value of 1 of the ICB block.
wh_en l:1 ard l1i:n, the input and output mapping wirlbe I1;(r11, Itz, 1ts...., I) and oti-[tt, 1,,@r,r,
Itt@Its... Iu@lt), respectively, where all the inputs have the one-to-one correspondence to lt, outputs
such as

So, the statemenr holds for base case i=1 *d 117:r:":ossume that the statement also holds for i:(n-l)
and lS j 1n.
So, when i:(n-l) and 1<7 <n, the input and output mapping wrnbe Io rti:(Ia.tit, I1n t1:, Ir, t)t,..., Ip, t.) and
O.f ,.,,:lIrlr@lk-t)t,Ih:),A|,,, t,r@l.tn t1:.lp 4,@I1n ,1,A16 nr, ,I1, rrs,i, ,,,@,f,,a,,/, respectively, 

'where

all the inputs have the one-to-one c<irrespondence to its outputs such as

Therefore, when i:n and t=j 
^1n,the 

input 
^"!';:ii"?l;::;ping 

wilt be r.,-(r,1, ta, r,,:,... r,,) and o,,,-(r(,
rln@I,t, 11,-t1n@IutG.1,t, lr, t),@I,i@\n,... Ip, ty@I,t@f,r, respectively, where all the inputs have the one-

to-one correspondence to its outputs such as

I'neQ"'
So, the statement also holds for l-n and l1j 1n.
Therefore, according to the method of mathematical induction, it can be stated that

So, rcB is a reversible brock and r#3i'iTH: 
t< i :n and t1j 1n'

tr
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5.3 Parity Preserving Block

This block is a circuit implemented by the given reversible ESOP function. It takes the inputs from the

ICB block and produces the required outputs as well as garbage outputs, where the required outputs are

copied by the LrCn block and the garbage outputs are EXORed in the MFGB block with the other

guibug. outputs and the initial value of the MFGB block. Moreover, it checks whether the parity of all

inputs of thJ given circuit and the parity of all outputs of the same circuit are equal or not.

5.4 Output Copying Block (OCB)

In this section, we discuss a reversible block for copying the final required outputs of the given ESOP

function generated by the parity preserving circuit, namely, Output Copying Block (OCB) with its block

diagram is ,ho*, m fig. +1a1 una nig. 4(b), respectively. The whole circuit of the OCB biock is to be

coniidered as a single reversible gate consisting of (n-1) numbers of 2-input CNOT or Feynman gates,

where n is even number of input lines. ln the OCB block, each input line is connected via a 2-input CNOT

gate and forms the final circuit which works as an output copying circuit. Suppose, an output generated

[y the parity preserving block from an output of the given ESOP function is connected to the input line

U,of the OCd block urd tt.,. input 12 of OCB block is initialized by 0, where the outputs O7 and

O2corresponding to the inputs I and 12produce the same output. By repeating the same procedure, we can

obtain the other outputs from their corresponding inputs.

d>. :
C,-:
c)3 :
{_}+::
Cis :
(}6:.

< ), :
dlg:

I.
I,,€E I-
r: €> 13
I: EI-

I*@I.
I. .€B I-
I* ,€B I-
I- €B I-

@I+

€>r-.
€Is

Fig.4(a): Internal circuit ofoutput copying block (OCB)

():
{-}r .
( )r :{}. :
(,]r r,.

( ).

t1,,:

I]
I:€F Ij
J- €F r'
1, @f " €ar-.
I." @ I.
:t- @I,' @r.,
16 €l-
r.., {sI. @r*.

r- ,-: €f} L, .
I.. -'tr> I.,-r <t I.,

Fig. 4(b): Block diagram of output copying block (OCB)

i
Lemma 2: OCB is a reversible block.

I
proof: We prove the above statement by the" method of mathematical induction. The proposed reversible

circuit OCg is considered as a single reversible gate. It will be reversible iJf all the inputs have the oneto-

one correspondence to its outputs, i.e,,I,,eo,,,where r is even numbers of input lines of the oCB block.

Whenr:j,theinputandoutputmapping wtllbel2-(1, I)andO2:(11, It@I)' where all theinputshave

the one-to-one correspondence to its outputs'as follows:
It*O:'

So. the statement holds for base case n-2.
Assume that the statement also holds 1o, n=(n-2).

i--- -" - Ili

ffi | r"wa**r I & Bangladesh computer society
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t

So, when n:(n-2),the input and output mapping will be Ia"t:(,, It,..,Io tt, I6 ) and O6-z;(11 Its12 Ih
a)@Ia:), Iart@Ia:1@161, where all the inputs have the one-to-one correspondence to its outputs as

follows:
I6:1eO6 

''Therefore, when n:n, the input and output mapping will be

I,:(11, 12.. I, 1, I) and O,=(11, I1e)12,...1@)A16 4, I6q@I6l@1,J, where all the inputs have the one-to-
one corespondence to its outputs as follows:

I'eOn'
So, OCB is a reversible block and Lemma 2 is true.

5.5 Myriad f,'eynman Gate Block (MFGB)

In this section, we propose another necessary reversible block, nameiy, Myriad Feynman Gate Block
(MFGB) as shown in Fig. 5. The whole circuit of the MFGB block is to be considered as a single

reversible gate consisting of (n-1) numbers of 2-input CNOT or Feynman gates, wheren is the number of
input lines and each input of the MFGB block is EXORed with the n', input-output line of the MFGB
block via a 2-input CNOT gate. For example, an output line of the OCB block is connected to an input
line fof the MFGB block. Similarly, the other inputs of the MFGB block are produced, where the r"
output line (O,,) of the MFGB block generates 4@1rOIj€)...O1, t@1,.

h Ii

r

i
I

I

I

I

i

I
I

i

i

In-t

h0I:CIIlCI...Sln.1S[n
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T- - L.

r- -|L

In-1

In

. Fig.5: Myriad feynman gate block (MFGB)

Lemma 3: MFGB is a reversible block.
I
Proof: We prove the above statement by the method of mathematical induction. The proposed reversible
circuit MFGB is considered as a single reversible gate. When n:2, the input and output mapping will be
as follows:

Iz-0r, I) andOz:0t, Ir0I),
where all the inputs have the one-t6-one correspondence to its outputs as shown below:

I:eO:.
So, the statement holds for base case n:2.
Assume that the statement also holds for n:(n-l).
So, when n-(n-l),the input and output mapping will be
I6 1;(I]2,1j,...,16 t) and O6 t1-(1,12,...16,i,el,el:e el,,t,
where all the inputs have the one-to-one correspondence to its outputs as follows:

I6a;eO6-t1.
Therefore, whenn-n, the input and output mapping will be
I,:(Il2,Ij,. .,1,) and O,:(11,12,1j,...l,,Ite)I2e)13@...@1, t@I), where all the inputs have the one-to-one

_-_-,_,_-_J
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correspondence to its outputs as follows:
I'tO''

So, MFGB is a reversible block and Lemma 3 is true.

5.6 Proposed Online Testable Reversible Circuit

In this section, we design the proposed testable circuit by combining the four blocks, namely, ICB, OCB,

Parity Preserving Circuit and MFGB. Firstly, the recurrence of each input variable of an ESOP expression

is checked as the recurrence of such input variables is essential for ICB block to generate the number of
copies of the recurrent input variable. Suppose, a,s1, ai2, ctyj,...,(t;,, be the input variables of a reversible

ESOP function, where Sai1, Sa2, Saij...., Sainare the numbers of copiesofait, diz a8...., a2, respectively.

Now, Sa;r, Saa, Sas....$a. copies of input variables are EXORed with the initial value (P) of MFGB

block. Additionally,Sa;.i, Sa2, 5a3,..., Sa;, copies of input variables pass through the MFGB block to the

parity preserving reversible block to act as its inputs. Therefore, the total number of outputs generate from
the parity preserving reversible block is (Sa;7*Sa;2-FSa;r+ ...+Sa;) as reversible circuit generates the same

number ofoutputs as the number ofinputs. Ifthe garbage outputs or the unused outputs are Gi, then the

total number of required outputs is (Sa;r*Sa;u+Sa,t+ ...*Sai,)-Gi. It is important to note that the required

number of outputs will be used as the final outputs. Additionally, it is also copied by the OCB block and

the copied outputs along with the garbage outputs will be EXORed with the initial value (P) of the MFGB
block to detect the error of the proposed online testable circuit. It is clear from the above discussion that

al1 the garbage outputs from different blocks ofthe proposed online testable circuit are EXORed in the

MFGB block which produces an output for detecting the fault of the proposed online testable circuit.

Thus, the proposed circuit is garbage free. Moreover, a single line for the ancillary input is used in the

proposed online testable circuit, where the value of the ancillary input is copied into a memory b1ock,

which is further supplied to the necessary locations ofthe proposed circuit. So, the proposed circuit can

be treated as free from ancillary inputs [6].The proposed online testable circuit is shown in Fig. 6.Table I

shows the comparative result analysis among the proposed method and the existing ones [16, 18, 20].

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for the Proposed Reversible Online Testable Approach.

Let the input variables be a1, a2, d3... dn, the ESOP expression bef counter function be c(fx) and storing

variable be Sa,.where l1i Sn, l1j 1n andn is a natural number.

INPUT: Circuit Inputs 1,;

OUTPUT: Circuit Outputs O,; and Garbage Outputs G;

L Begin
2. Construct the partial product functions as follows:

f:v\1T@t... ai..an) @
V!|T@t,... ai,...an)(a7, a! an)@VilTior,... ai,...an)(a7,... qi,.'.an)(u1.,... ai,...an)
@

...OVi=l(c1, "' ai, "'an)(41, "' ai, "'an) "' (q1, "' ai, "'an)'

Let fx ; Vili@t ... ai.. an)

fxz= VilT@l, ... oi,i. . an)(a7, ... ai, . . . an)

fx,:Vi=T@t, ... ui,. . . an) (a7, ... ai, . . . an) ... (a7, ... ai,. . . an) ;

wherefx1fx2,...,f*, are the partial product functions.

pAklMr"qt I S* Bangladesh Computer Society
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3. Generate the EXORs of the partial product functions as

follows:

A fx,@fxr@ fx'@ fxo@...fx",

where the numbers of the recurrences ofthe input variables in ESOP expression are

Sa.6-c o, (fx,, fxu fxo fxr..rt)
Sa2+- g a (fx,, fx, fxo fxo ...fx)

San+- 6 * (fx t, fx, fxt,fx* ...fx" )

4. Insert the input variables ofthe ESOP expression into the inputs ofthe ICB block
I tt+ ctt, I n*0 ... I tn* 0, whetel< n< Sa1

Izf- ctz, 122e0 ... In- 0, whetel < n< Sa2

Int? dr, Irz*0 ... I*+ 0, wherel< n< Sa,

5. Do the EXOR operations of the initial value (P) of the MFGB block with the products of the

variables and Numbers ofthe recurrences ofinput variables ofthe ESOP expression as follows:

6.

7.

X:P@at.Sat@ a2.Sa2@ a3.Sas@... @ a,.Sa,.

Generate the outputs from the Parity Preserving circuit as shown below

O i1+(B ga 
1 + B 2. Sa2-t B 3. Sa j* ... + 8,. Sa,) as I 4<+ O u

where B; is the output of the Parity Preserving Block.

Generate the total required outputs excluding the garbage outputs from the
Parity Preserving Circuit as shown below:

. O4-Gi=(B1Sa1+B2.Sa2+Bj.Sa3+ ...+ B,.Sa,)-Gi.

8. Copy the total required outputs generated in Step 7 by the

follows:

I1+81, I2<-0, I j<-B2Ia<-}...17 1-Bn, Ip+O
Ot-f r Oz- Fr Oj+82 Oa+82...Op 1+B* Ot- lJ.

where k is even.

g. Generate the outputs lincluding the garbage outputs from the Parity Presewing

Block and insert those outputs into the MFGB block.

10. Generate the final outputs from the OCB block.

1 1 . Generate the parity preserving value from the MFGB block. If the value is 1,

the circuit is faulty, otherwise the circuit is fault free.

12. End

input

OCB block as

e"lirt*1"*,f 
I
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Example: Consider the following reversible ESOP function f(a,b,c):abcDc'' Fig' 7 (a) shows the block

diagram of the proposed reversible online testable circuit of the given reversible ESOP function, whereas

niglZ 6; shows the detailed implementations of the individual blocks of Fig. 7 (a) using Algorithm 1.

Fig. 7(a): Block diagram of the proposed reversible online testable circuit of

the given ESOP functio n f(a,b,c)=abc@c'

0
b
a

g
1
a

bb

l*i
.O

,, rcl

-_6
b -+-br-S +
"-6
"'-+

alrc<Ec'I ab.:G_

o+-arlcc) c'

-r'*.G:f at>.'€B c'
"lEL f-.,'*'.

:t'.='-*abc@c-

E€- 
*+(

Fig. 7(b): Detailed implementations of the individual blocks of the block

diagram shown in Fig. 7(a)

Theoreml: The proposed Reversible Online Testable Algorithm requires O(/og:n) complexity of time,

where r is the number ol inPuts. 
.

I

proof. Assum e that n be the number of inputs. The proposed algorithm is defined as follows:

T(n):ZTfiln) + log24;

where a constant term log24 is used to indicate the number of discarded constant input lines. Then, we can

simplify the recurrence with a change of variables. For the fecurrence, let m - log24' The value of z

yields

i
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T(2^) :2.7(2^/2) + m.

We can now rename the recurrence with S(m) : T(2*)to produce a new recurence which is as follows:

S(m):2.5(m/2)+m.

Indeed, the new reculrence has the solution as mentioned below:

So, T(n) = TQ^) = S(m) = O(m log m)

S(m) = O(m.logm)

= OAogz4. log (logr4))

= O(2 log2)

l[ow, assume that, n = 100, and replace n:l00by n:logt2.

Hence, we get 2 : log n since log100 : 2.

So. the resulting recurrence is:

T(n) = o(2. log2)
= O(og n. log2)

: O(og2n).

[Since (ogkn).( logk2) : logrn]

Finally, the complexity of the proposed reversible online testable algorithm is obtained which is O(og2n).

tr

Theorem 2.' The proposed circuit is Online testablb that can detect any single bit fault while the circuit is
operating. r
Proof: Let libe the set of inputs and O; be the set of outputs that are implemented by a reversible function.

Lettheinputlinesbef, I2...InandoutputlinesbeOt,Oz...O,.Theparitypreservingproperrystatesthat

I, @Ir@1, @... @1": O, @Or@O s @... @O,

If the online testable circuit is faulty, the final outputs are invefted and denoted as O;'.

The required outputs are copied by the OCB. If G; is the set of garbage outputs, then the total required

outputs are

\ orci.

In the Parity Preserving Band, the total outputs are as follows:

(oi-G)+ G; Oi

Therefore, the final ovtpfi (A ofthe Parity Preserving Band is

-- I t @ ((O rG ) + G ) = I, @ O,= 0

If the flnal output (Z) ls 0, then there is no fault in the circuit.

If any fault is generated within the Parify Preserving Band, then total outputs are

p"ll^t*r,s,t I .[ Bangladesh Computer Society
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(}i-G)+ G. oi

Therefore, the final output (Z) of the Parity Preserving Band is

=It@ (0: -G)+ G)=Ii @0i'= t

Thus, if any fault is occuned, the final ofirlfi Q)is I during the operation of the reversible circuit.

Therefore, Theorem 2 is true and it is proved.

tr

5.7 Comparison of the Proposed Online Testable Technique with the Existing Ones

Table 1 shows the comparative result analysis among the proposed method and the existing ones [16, 18,

20]. From this table, we can see that our method is much better than the existing methods.

Table l: Comparison between the proposed and existing methods of reversible online testability

in terms of time comPlexitY

Method Time

Proposed Algorithm O(og2n)

Existing [18] o(n)

Existing [20] o(n')

Existing [6] o(n')

6. Simulation Results and Comparison

To test the efficiency ofproposed online testable reversible circuit, several benchmark functions [8]have

. been used on a computer which has the Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU T6570,2.10 GHz clock speed and

1.92 GB of RAM. The simulation is done using Microwind DSCH 3.5 [14], STM Cell Library [13]

and Algorithm 1. Existing approach [16] has no synthesized techntque. Two ofthe existing approaches

[16] anJ [20] present u.ir.rAirg ofipeciflc reversible gates to construct the reversible online testable

iir*it. ffo*.rer, we have used the traditional logic gates such as AND, OR, NAND and NOR to

implement the benchmark functions and generated a technique to replace these traditional gates with the

specific reversible gates. 
I

Online te$ability on ESOP circuit is proposed in [18], where each CNOT gate is replaced by traditional

gates. In our pioposed approach, each benchmark function with the ESOP form is converted into a

testable circuit using traditional Boolean gates.

Table 2,Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 show that our approach minimizes area, power, delay, number

of transistors, quanfum cost, number olgates and produce the final circuit with no garbage outputs

and ancillary inputs. Our approachshows its efficiency overthe best known existing approaches

[6,18,20] with respect to all performance matrices'

E 
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Fig. 6: Proposed online testable reversible circuit

Table 2: Comparison ofarea and power ofthe proposed approach with the existing approaches
using benchmark functions

Benchmark

Function
Area

(in prm2)

Power
(inmW)

Existing

i 161

Existing

1201

Existing
l1 8l

Proposed Existing

t 16t

Existing
t20t

Existing
lt8t

Proposed

xor5 324.096 r00.02 33.6 32 51.2 20.05 4.2 4.1

majority 1317.40 500.78 200.584 43.704 211.6 78.55 3 5.8 7.3

conl 2916.86 801 .3 1 392.952 226.6 460.8 250.92 '74.2 J J.J

T481 3 159.93 2206.20 443.904 244.192 499.2 260.75 78.2 35.2

rd53 3000 2018.451 266.976 248.472 444 3t5.49 41.4 34.9

cll 1539.4s 945.29 189.3 12 t30.632 215.'7 t25.32 32.6 18 5

ex2 t101.s04 730.82 215 512 134.896 218.8 140.68 38 19.2

rd32 1782.528 t032.89 221.696 t48.224 28r.6 165.7 5 38.4 21.2

n 3 159.936 t945.73 438 270.32 499.2 250.50 79.8 38.8

cm82a 2592.168 1309.34 265.92 218.08 409.6 200.48 46.6 30.6

I
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Table 3: Comparison of delay and number of transistors of the proposed approach with the existing

approaches using benchmark functions

Table4:Comparisonofquantumcostandgarbageoutputoftheproposedapproachwiththe
existing approaches using benchmark functions
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Table 5: comparison ofthe number ofgates ofthe proposed approach with the existing approaches

using benchmark functions

ffii pJr^r,rsy l& Bansradesh computer societv

Benchmark
Function

Delay
(in ns)

Number of Transistors

Existing
t16l

Existing
t20l

Existing
n8l

Proposed Existing
t16l

Existing
1201

Existing
t18l

Proposed

xor5 20.48 10.65 2.56 1.28 1024 265 84 82

majority 40.96 20.391 t2.64 2.88 4352 2024 716 146

conl 46.08 28.1 5 23.04 6.24 9216 5 128 1324 666

T481 t25.44 50.63 28.48 6.88 9984 61 35 t564 104

rd53 s|.2 35.2 6.64 6.4 8880 6012 948 698

c17 30.72 2r.6 r 1.68 3.52 4314 3 156 652 370

ex2 56.32 30.72 3.44 3.84 431 6 2725 '760 384

rd32 25.6 16.88 3.44 4 5632 3085 '768 424

t2 10.12 18.56 26.88 6.72 9984 1102 1596 176

cm82a 5t.2 35.60 t6.48 5.6 8r92 5t32 892 612

Benchmark
Function

Quantum Cost Garbage OutPut

Existing
t 16l

Existing
t20l

Existing
r18l

Proposed Existing
t16l

Existing
t20l

Existing
t18l

Proposed

xor5 Z)L 36 20 20 144 8 4 0

majonty 787 224 t54 r08 t7'l 18 5 0

T481 2262 556 4t5 286 468 108 t6 0

cll 486 190 t69 t44 109 23 5 0

ex2 t733 26'7 11t 152 387 23 5 0

n 1948 533 306 308 434 44 4 0

cmS2a 2163 370 290 235 482 45 5 0

L_-
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I

7. Conclusion

This paper has presented the efficient design synthesis of online testable reversible circuits with the
gqtiTum time complexity. In addition, we have proposed tkee reversible blocks, namely, Input Copying
Block (ICB), Output Copying Block (OCB) and Mlriad Feynman Gate Block (MFGB).-We huu. t^t o*i
the efficiency of proposed designs over existing approaches using benchmark functions [8]. We have also
proved the correctness ofproposed designs by several lemmas and theorems. The unique feature ofthe
presented online testable reversible circuit is that it requires no garbage outputs and ancillary inputs. In
addition, we have presented an algorithm to construct the proposed reversible online testable circuit using
the proposed circuit blocks. It has also been shown that the proposed circuit requires the optimum areal
power, delay, number of transistors, gates, quantum cost and delay. As the testability of reversible circuit
becomes a major issue as well as its applications in various areas such as FPGA, IiCD udd..r, dividers,
ALU [23]etc., the proposed technique may help to achieve the cost efficient reversible circuit with online
testability.
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Abstract: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is one of the most frequent attacks in cloud that cause

significant damage, affect the performance and continue to be the predominant security challenge that

compromise the availability of the network. Researchers are constantly paying attention to DDoS attack

detection to reach an impervious and guaranteed safe cloud computing. Various machine learning

approaches have been used recently to detect DDoS attack. But over the past decade, research on DDoS

attack detection has focused on a few classes of these attacks. To address this problem, this research

presents a machine leaming (ML) based DDoS detection system considering most types of modem

DDoS attack in cloud computing environment. For this, a new dataset is generatEd in the lab

environment. This research incorporates five popular machine learning algorithms: Decision Tree,

Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Stochastic Gradient Descent. Our experimental

results show that with Random Forest algorithm, the DDoS attack detection rate is above 99lo with high

precision and recall. Moreover, our proposed method shows better perfotmance compared to several

machine learning based state-of-the-art methods presented in the literature.

Keywords: DDoS, Cloud Computing, Machine Learning, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Naive

Bayes, Logistic Regression, Stochastic Gradient Descent.

l. lntroduction

Cloud computing is a ground-breaking idea which has changed information and communication

technology by supplying computing resources, storage, infrastructure etc. as seruices over the intemet.

This technology delivers on demand resources according to the requirements of the system which is

scalable and relatively less expensive. It replaces the requirement to invest for IT infrastructure and

network for the organizations. But, security is a major concerll in this cutting edge technology since a lot
of systems are needed to keep safe in the cloud and more nodes are interconnected there are many

possible entry points, and many systems to patch. Accordingly, ensuring security in cloud computing is

much more critical than the traditional systems. One of the major threats in cloud computing is Denial of
Service (DOS) attack. It is such an attack to the computing resources which degrades the service or makes

it unavailable to the legitimate users. A more advanced type of DoS attack is Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack, where multiple sources simultaneously launch an attack to the target system. As a

result, the server load increases which results in system inaccessibility with in a very short time.

The absolute prevention of OOJS attacks in cioud quite impossible [1]. Therefore, detecting DDoS

attacks is a significant initiative towards cloud security. In a DDoS attack in cloud, an attacker attempts

to flood a target system by sending a huge amount of traffic from multiple virtual machines. Hence, the

detection systems become unable to detect DDoS attacks effectiveiy. Moreover, the distributed character

of the DDoS attacks.make it more challenging to identify. So, the mitigation of DDoS attacks remains

very hard as it penetrates the security device and specially for cloud computing, it causes loss in terms of
monetary and reputation for a company.

The DDoS attacks can be categorised based on network and application layer protocol. The network layer

or transpoft layer attacks are generally launched by using the TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols, whereas
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the application layer attacks are basically application dependent like for webserver HTTP traffic is used,
for DNS server DNS protocol is used etc.

So far researchers have been used many techniques for detecting DDoS attack. Among those, signature
based and anomalybased detection are two of the most common approaches of defense mechanisms. ln
signature detection, a database of signatures of the previous attacks is maintained and attacks are detected
by comparing the signature of an incoming attack with its signature database. Then it applies the defense
mechanism for the detected attack. So, it is obvious that any new type of attack detection is almost
impossible with this method. On the contrary, anomaly based DDoS detection techniques use a pre-
defined threshold value in order to detect a DDoS attack and later differentiate the pattern of the attack
with that threshold. This approach results too high false positives in the literature for DDoS attack
detection. So, recent trend is to use ML techniques which are more accurate and fast in detecting DDoS
attack.

Unfortunately, over the past decade, researchers have focused only some classes of DDoS attacks for
detection [2]. To the best of our knowledge, datasets which include modern and most types of DDoS
attack in cloud is not available. In our research, we have generated a new dataset that contains five types
of DDoS attack including TCP SYN flood, UDP flood, DNS flood, ICMP flood and HTTP flood along
with the legitimate traffic. We have presented a two stage feature selection method from the generated
dataset by utilising Recursive Feature Elimination with Cross Validation and with our proposed feature
selection algorithm. We applied machine learning algorithm for detection and multiclass classification of
attacks based on the collected network traffic features of the dataset as well as with the extracted features.

Our contributions in this work are as follows:

. A novel dataset has been created which contains modern and diverse types ofattack in cloud
computing environment. There are 25 features and 06 classes in the dataset, where five most
critical type of DDoS attack in the network, hansport and application layers are considered
along with the legitimate traffic.

. The correlation between five classification algorithms are explored by using an approach to
automatic feature selection and cross.validation forsorting a list of important features and
measuring the accuracy of each classification algorithm.

. A new algorithm has been developed for automated feature selection from the dataset. Later
machine leaming algorithm is applied on the selected feature to detect DDoS attack, which

.shows high accuracy.

Performance comparison between several machine learning methods in addition with some
other state ofthe art methods used in the literature to validate the obtained results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a summary of the previous related
studies. ln Section 3, our experimental setup, attack generation and dataset collection process are
described. Section 4 discusses the process of feature engineering and Machine Learning Algorithms
(MLA) selection of our work. Section 5 presents the process of the evaluation metrics calculation to
assess performance. [n section 6, our achieved results are presented and we conclude our work in section
t. 

"

2. Related Work

The current increase of DDoS attacks has Allured a significant attention to the researchers. Different
methods have been created for preventing these attacks on the cloud like unseen servers, challenge
answer, precautionary access and to limit the resources. Other approaches that are adopted to defend
DDoS attacks are ptnzle based techniques like CAPTCHA,that provides a simple process to mitigate
attack. But it is proven ineffective by the recent works [3]. Another technique that is used consistently is
to monitor the IP address of the incoming packets for DDoS attacks detection [4]. In [5], a digital
signature that uses meta-heuristic methods was considered in order to investigate network flow for
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anomaly detection. This model improved the DDoS attack detection accuracy but shows poor result forgeneral DoS attacks detection. Again, IP trace back defence systern which consists 
"f p;;k;;identification, reassembling process and source detection based on .ntopy is used in [6]. Another'st'dy

examined the potentiality of firewalls to defend DDoS attacks in the clou'i1il. This factual study fi;;;eit out that neither software nor hardware based frewalls are sufficient to -itig'ut" DDoS attack.
various machine leaming and data mining techniques have recently been used for the detection andprevention of DDoS attacks. In [8], a performance analysis of some ,rorrp.-ir.J u116-']ioj;i*d
Machine Leaming Algorithms (MLA) foi DDoS attacks dltection is discussed. In this study,'authors
collect information from server, proposes a defense mechanism using machine leaming. The method isapplied near to the attacker's location in the cloud. Moreover, in orier to increase the performance ofclassifier for attack detection, semi-supervised machine learning models are applied in [9l.
To detect reflection DDoS attacks, authors in [10] discussed an approach which is not dependent onprotocol. They have determined five significant features for the detection of Distributed ReflectionDenial-of Service (DRDoS) for protocol-independent approach. Another machine ieaming tasea oooi
detection technique is presented in [11]. This work.oriid"r, eight features from the GAIDA,07 dataset
and- applied naive Bayes lqolthm An anomaly based DDoS detection method utilizing network ;affic
analysis is suggested in [12]. Here, a Radial Based Function (RBF) Neural Network is implemented and
applies on a UCLA dataset. The result attains 96%o accuracy for DDoS auack detection.
A comparative analysis with some common approaches for statistical significance based feature selectionis,presented in [13]. The features of DoS attack are merged with coniistency-based Subset Evaluation(CSE) to determine significant features from the dataset. The CSE method calculates th. ,;;i;;;;ratio for feature subsets by measuring inconsistency between the feature values. In tl4], CAID;,9}
dataset is used and considered 16 features as most important. The authors propose an ensemble method toselect features by considering the scores of statistical importance such as infomation gain, gain raiio,SVM, chi-square, relief. symmetrical uncertainty ranking hlter and correlation .urrfing ;.." ih;;calculate the average from the individual r.o.. und set it is a threshold value fbr every feature eitherpermit or block to enter in the final feature set. Grarular computing technique together with entropy isused for feature selection in order to detect DoS attack is presented in t15]. it. Nsr-roo,09 dataset is
used and seven features are considered from the dataset with fifty instances iniotal. The authors calculate theentopy, counts the anomaly and assign weight value to each.

In [16], the authors consider HTTP flooding and simulate modern tlpes of DDoS attack such as DDoSvia SQL injection (SIDDos) aiong with tle traditional UDP flo#ng and Smurf attacks. The studycompares among 27 features and applied several machine leaming methods including Random foresiMultilayer Perceptron and Naive Bayes for accuracy calculation. in another work, on-ly 5 features areconsidered and C4.5 decision tree algorithm is applied to detect DDoS attack in cloud'consid;; ;;splitting criteria ofgain ratio_[l7]. But the training dataset ofthis study consists wittr a very tiriiteJ
number of features. Signature based detection method is used in the deteciion module to get better result.A perfotmance comparison is also shown with two other classifiers, i.e. K-means and naiv:e Bayes.
In [18], Random Forest algorithm is implemented on a customized dataset to detect DDoS attack. The
scheme does not consider HTTp flood, a major tlpe of application layer DDoS attack. Again, the
detection of DDoS attack on applicdtion layei using feature construction and Logistic Regrlssion is
presented in [19]. This method only considers HTTPflood attack and projects high false po"sitive rate.Additionally, deep leaming based DDoS detection model are p.opor.d"in yz}letl, where outdated
KDDCUPg9 and NSL-KDD dataset are chosen respectively. A 

^performance 
comparison between

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Deep Feed Forward (DFF) i; evaluated rn fzi1. but this work
considers only one type of network layer DDoS attack. Another comparative analysis ur1org nui* Uuy.r,
declsion tree and artificial neural network (ANN) based DDoS attack detection method is discussed in
[23]' The result shows ANN achieves highest accrracy of 84.3%,which is not up to the mark. A precise
DDoS attack detection result in cloud using SVM is achieved in il1. However, the accuracy of deiection
degraded if two different types of attack occur simultaneously in the same cloud environment.
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3. Experimental SetuP

Now a day, attackers use advance type of DDoS attacks and most of them are network the application

layer attacks. So, the traditional datasets that were used in most ofthe research for DDoS attack detection

are not that kind of effective. New methods required to be practically assessed on a dataset containing

recent and more advanced types of attacks like HTTP flooding. Moreover, other available data sets may

include a lot of redundant ani duplicate infomation which leads to an ultimate impractical result'

The simulation of DDos attack in public cloud networks is illegal and is not a wise decision because it

can affect the performance of the cloud service. Again, the public cloud (AWS, Azure, oracle, Google

Cloud etc.) also have applied different attack detection and prevention mechanism' So, due to lesource

limitation and both legal and ethical reasons, any kind of attack needs to be simulated in a virhral and

sandboxed environment. ln our research, for the experimental setup, we have deployed ownCloud [24],,a

free and open source cloud platform on top of VMware. This ownCloud uses Linux distribution We

deployed ii on Ubuntu 16.04 bS with Apache web server, MySQL database and PHP 7.0.

3.t Attack Generation

To generate DDoS flooding attack we use three tools namely: hping3 [25], mauSe2ahn [26] and

wreckuests t27). A..pr.r.,riution of DDoS attack on ownCloud is depicted in Fig' 1 We performed

uDp flood attack, TCp SyN flood attack and ICMP flood attack by using hping3. For DNS flood attack

we used mausezahn and for HTTP Flood attack wreckuests was used. We choose an attacking machine

with the configuration - windows 10 operating system, Intel corei5 2.67 GHr' CPU with 8 GB RAM'

While executing the D-DoS attack, the above mentioned tools flooded the destination nodes with traffic'

Zombies

Fig. 1. Typical architecture of DDoS attack on ownCloud'

3.2 Dataset Collection t

We use tcpdump [28], a trafhc protocol analyzer to capture the attack traffic' M.oreover, legitimate traffic

was also collecteJ using tcpdump from Lab invironment network. The captured attack traffic and normal

traffic were used to create a new dataset. The dataset has six classes and 1081633 records out ofwhich

1001984 are DDoS attacks. Table 1 shows number ofrecords ofdifferent classes ofthe dataset'

Then these data arepre-processed.In this step, redundant and duplicate records are removed' In order to

apply feature selection method in the next itep for identifuing the most significant features, first we

p;;f;.- one-hot encoding to the "flag" attribute of the dataset and replaced it with the extracted specified

flags. Table 2 lists all the features of the dataset we are dealing with'
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Table 1: Distribution of Different Classes.

Types No. ofRecords
TCP S\TI flood attack 551179

ICMP flood attack t36496

UDP flood attack 125114

DNS flood attack I 14160

HTTP flood attack 74375

Legitimate traffic 79649

Table 2: Extracted Data Set Features.

SI Features Details

timestamp Packet timestamp

2 protocol Protocol name

) length Packet length

4 srcjorl Source port number

5 dst poft Destination port number

6 seLno Sequence number ofthe tcp packet

7 ack no Acknowledgement number ofthe tcp packet

8 wln sze Window size

9 len TCP segment length

l0 mss Maximum segment size

ll ws Window size

12 reLtlpe HTTP request tlpe

l3 resp_no HTTP response number

t4 query resp DNS query or response

I5 reareply ICMP request or reply

t6 ttl Time to live

t1 ACK Acknowledge flag

18 FIN ACK Finish-Acknowledge flag

19 FIN PSH ACK Finish-Push-Acknowledge fl ag

)n PSH ACK Push-Acknowledge flag

2t RST Reset flag

22 RST ACK Reset-Acknowledge flag

/) S\'N Synchronize flag

24 S\'N ACK Synchronize-Acknowledge fl ag

25 no flag No flag in packet

Next the features having categorical values are needed to be converted into numeric values. For this
purpose, we assigned integer from 1 and onwards in every such feafure, identified the distinct values for
all the records in that column and then replaced with the assigned numeric values. Later the dataset is

I
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normalized in order to avoid any influence of features having high values over features containing low
values. Our dataset collection process is illustrated inFig.2.

Fig. 2. Dataset collection stePs,

4. Feature Engineering and MLA Selection

A block diagram of strategic-level framework for DDoS attack detection is depicted in Fig. 3. Feature

selection is a significant step in the pattern recognition process, which defines the smallest possible set of
variables capable ofefficiently describing a set ofclasses [29]. Different methods for variable selection

are discussed in the scientific studies and applied in software libraries as scikit-learn [30]. In this work,

we have selected variables in two phases. First, Recursive Feature Elimination with Cross Validation
(RFECV) is applied along with some widely used machine learning algorithms for classification problem

in network and information security literature, i.e. Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Naive

Bayes Q.{B), Logistic Regression (LR),and Stoqhastic Gradient Descent (SGD). RI achieved higher

accuracy than others using 20 variables, while Stochastic Gradient Descent selected 7 variables, but

achieved lower accuracy, as shown in Table 3.

Tnitial Feetrrre Elimina,tiorr

Fe:trrre Selecticrn

Recu,rsi.tre Fedsre
Elimisa*ioc

&"oss \rdi&ti<cn

Fig.3. A detailed framework for DDoS attack detection.
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Table 3: 10-fold Recursive Feature Elimination with Cross Validation Results.

MLA No. ofFeatures Accuracy
RF 20 0.991

LR t2 0.977
NB T2 0.97 5

SGD 7 0.902
DT 11 0.931

In the second phase, our proposed Algorithm I is applied for feature selection along with Random
Forest algorithm. This proposed algorithm limits the number of variables from 20 to 17 for RF with a

litfle climb in accuracy. Table 4 shows the result. To select the most relevant features, the feature
importance for RF is calculated as mentioned in Algorithm 1. Fig. 4 iilustrates the final output of our
feature selection process.

Table 4: 10- fold Cross-Validation results for the selected variables.

MLA No. of Features Accuracy
RI' T 0.996
LR '7 0.989
NB 7 0.981

SGD 1 0.940
DT 7 0.932

I

Algorithm 1: Feature selection

Input: train features, train labels and number ofrounds
Output: signifi cant variables

begin
Use the training set for training the model with all features
Compute performance of the model
Select the most significant variables from the trained model;

for each'subset size 51 where i = 1...S do
Keep the 51 most signihcant features

Train the model using Si features

Test the trained model and compute the accuracy
end for
Calculate the performance profile over 51

Determine the proper number of features to use

Use the RFE model refuined by the optimum number of features 51

Calculate the accumulative significance ofvariables from the trained model
Rank the variables by the mean ofthe'calculated significance
Return the'N" most significant variables;

end

Although Rf' utilises more variables than the other classifiers, it shows low false alarm rate and hence
satisfies a ptimary precondition for DDoS attack detection system. So, RF becomes to be the best option
for our machine leaming based DDoS attack detection system. Random Forest is an ensemble learning
algorithm mainly used for classification. It consists with many decision trees to create uncorrelated
forests oftrees and uses bagging method for training [31].

i
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F,ig. 4. Variabtes selection on the basis ofthe proposed feature selection algorithm,

5. Evaluation Metrics Calculation

Confusion matrix is generally used to evaluate the performance of the classifiers [32]. It visualizes the

accuracy of a classification. tn the confusion matrix shown in Table 5, TP means the number of true

DDoS attack, TN means the number of true normal traffic, FP means the number of false DDoS attack

and FN means the number of false normal traffic. These values are used to calculate the accuracy,

precision, recall and fl-score ofthe classification as the primary performance indicators.

Table 5: Confusion Matrix.

Predicted

Positive Nepative

True
Positive TP FN

Nesative FP TN

Accuracy: It represents the rate ofthe perfectly classified attack cases ofboth classes'

TP+TN
Accuracy: *_rr*rr-*

precision: It is the ratio of the number of positive instances retrieved to the total number of positive

instances detected. It's another name is positive predictive. The equation ofthe precision is as follows:

P..jirior,:#* (2)

Recall: It is the ratio of the number of positive instances retrieved to the total number of actual positive

instances. It,s another name is positive sensitivity value and can be calculated using the equation below'

Recal:ffi
fl-score: It represents how precise and robust the classifier is. So it is the harmony mean ofprecision and

recall.
^, zlPrectsion+Recallfl-score:-"-:-:'- : : (+)

PrecISlon+ RecaL

P"ffi^Ail,qy 
I
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(3)
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6. Results and Discussion

The evaluation of the classifiers is based on the values of the confusion matrix. The resultant confusion
matrices for Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Stochastic Gradient Descent and
Decision Tree are represented in Tables 6,7,8,9 and 10 respectively. We calculated the accuracy,
precision, recall and fl-score of the models from the confusion matrices and listed in Table 11. Th;
overall accuracy was 99.60/o,98.9%,98.1%,94% and 93.2Yo for Random Forest, Logistic Regression,
Naive Bayes, Stochastic Gradient Descent and Decision Tree correspondingly. Neverthele"ss, it is
advisable that only the accuracy rate is not adequate, especially for imbatanced datasetjust like oui case.
Therefore, the precision, recall and fr -score were calculited for each class.

p,lht,t+,,tl e Bangladesh ComputerSociety j Htffi

Table 6: Confusion Matrix for Random Forest.

DNS-flood HTTP-
flood

ICMP-
flood

Legitimate
traffic

TCP-SYN-
flood

UDP-flood

DNS-flood t1284 0 8 0 0 0

HTTP-flood 0 7334 0 48 0 36
ICMP-flood 100 0 11586 0 0 0
Legitimate

traffic 31 56 55 t4604 0 32

TCP-SYN-
flood 0 0 0 2 55117 0

UDP-flood 0 0 0 0 0 125 10

Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Logistic Regression.

DNS-flood HTTP.
flood

ICMP-
flood

Legitimate
traffic

TCP-SYN-
flood

UDP-flood

DNS-flood 11284 0 I 0 0 0

IITTP-flood 0 6974 0 408 0 36

ICMP-flood 100 0 11586 0 0 0
Legitimate

traffic 31 55 55 t4604 I 32

TCP-SYN-
flood 0 0 0 2 5s117 0

UDP-flood 0 0 0 0 12500

Table 8: Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes.

DNS.
flood

HTTP-
flood

ICMP-
flood

Legitimate
traffic

TCP-SYN-
flood

UDP-flood

DNS-flood 11284 0 8 0 0 0

HTTP-flood 0 7382 0 0 0 36

ICMP-flood 100 0 11586 0 0 0

Legitimate
traffic 815 307 60 l30t'l 547 32

TCP-SYN-
flood 0 0 0 3 55116 0

UDP-flood 0 0 0 0 0 t2510
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Table 9: Confusion Matrix for Stochastic Gradient Descent'

DNS.
flood

HTTP-
flood

ICMP-
flood

Legitimate
traffic

TCP-SYN-
flood

UDP-flood

DNS-flood 1 1280 4 8 0 0 0

HTTP-flood t264 5099 0 1019 0 36

ICMP-flood 100 0 7457 4129 0 0

Legitimate
traffic

38 41 55 t46ll I 32

TCP-SYN-
flood

0 0 0 2 551 17 0

UDP-flood 0 0 0 0 0 125 10

Tabte 10: Confusion Matrix for Decision Tree.

DNS-
flood

HTTP-
flood

ICMP-
flood

Legitimate
traffic

TCP-SYN-
flood

UDP-flood

DNS-flood t1284 0 8 0 0 0

IITTP-flood 0 t43 0 7239 0 36

ICMP-flood r00 0 r 1586 0 0 0

Legitimate
traffic

31 56 55 14604 0 32

TCP-SYN-
flood

0 0 0 2 55117 0

UDP-flood 0 0 0 0 0 125 10

Table 11: Performance of Algorithms.

Alsorithms Precision Recall fl-score Accuracv

RT 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.996

LR 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.989

NB 0.98 0.97 0.98 0 981

SGD 0.9s 0.94 0.94 0.940

DT 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.932

A comparative analysis on the precision, recall and fl-score between oul considered five malhine

leamin! algorithms ior detecting several DDoS attacks (in our case 5 rypes of DDoS attack) is also

illustrated in Fig. 5, 6 artdl respectively.

ICMP-flood

'R' 
ILR XNB

Fig. 5. Comparison ofprecision between the classifiers'
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Fig. 7. Comparison of fl-score between the classifiers.

Among the five algorithms used, Random Forest represents the better results with regard to accuracy,
precision, recall and fl-score. Logistic Regression also shows very similar result. Fig. 8 illustrates the
comparison of the performance metrics between different machine leaming classifiers.
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Fig. 8. Performance metrics comparison.
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To eliminate the accuracy contradictory, the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC) is plotted

and Area Under Curve (AUC) values shows actual accuracy of the model. Fig. 9 incorporates the ROC

curves for all the classes for Random Forest. As we can see here, all the curves overlaps one another, so

we have a clear distinction between the ROC curve and the base for all the six classes, as a result the

maximum area between ROC curve and the base line is achieved here. Hence we have the AUC sore of I
for the Random Forest.

ROC curve fur Rsndom FErBsl

- 
trgitimate

- 
]EP€Yt{-fiood

- 
tcMP_ffood

- 
LEtr_flmd

- 
0Ns_flo.rt

- 
HrrP_nood

(I4 0.8

false poeltive rate

Fig. 9. ROC curves for Random Forest machine learning model for all classes.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method for detecting DDoS attack in cloud, we also make

the comparison of the several key performanqe indicators for classification problems between our

proposed method and seven other state ofthe art methods l33ll2lll221L23l[17][34][35] as shown in Fig.
10. Form the figure, we can see that only Aamir [34] has a higher precision than our proposed method,

but his methods has a very low recall value comparative to the others. For recall, fl-score and accuracy

our proposed method has attained better results than the other methods.

1.02

L

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.9

0.88

0.86

0.84

0.82

0.8

Precision ieaall l1-s.ore Ac(uracy

aLi rllnal xKhuphirdn nSrnmoriflo lZekd *Aamir lYuan rProposed

Fig. 10. Performance comparison with different state-of-the-art methods for DDoS attack detection.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented machine learning based DDoS detection system in cloud computing
environment. In our work, we focused on network, transport and application layer DDoS attack in c1oud.
The proposed system is evaluated based on our generated dataset. We have applied RIECV and feature
selection with our proposed algorithm in two steps to get the most important features in our dataset for
the DDoS attack detection. The features that are selected in these steps are assessed with five
classification algorithms. Each classifier has been trained and tested on ths dataset and a comparative
analysis between the machine learning classifiers is introduced. By evaluating the outcome, it can be
concluded that the proposed approach, in which Random Forest algorithm ii used, showed superior
performance for the detection of the simulated DDoS attack in cloud computing environment with a
99.6ok accuracy as well as higher scores in other key performance indicators in comparison with four
others machine leaming algorithms. Later, an analysis is made with AUC calculation of ROC curve to
assess the optimized accutacies. Finally, the effectiveness of our proposed method to detect DDoS attack
in cloud is shown by comparing seven other state of the arl methods.
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Abstract: Market basket data analysis and many other reailife applications- store data in transactional

database format, thus mining knowledge from Transactional Database has been a significant research

topic. One aspect of ,","r"?,i"g t rroi,t.Ag. in transactional database is discovering homogeneous

transactions. Existing ,lg;;il.'measure ihe similarity between two transactions based on item co-

occurrences, but none "f 
;;;;;;iler simlarity b;;;." the set of items which appear in one of the

twotransactions.Inthispaperweploposeu,,upp,ou.h.omineinterestingknowledgerromtlnsllll..of
database based on rro-ogJ*ity. brr.'*.urr."ian be used for segregating heterogeneous transactlons

anddiscoveringobject,"tutio,,.t,ip,inlargedatasets.Weanalyzetheresultsobtainedusingourmeasure
in real life datasets 

^"d 
;;phi;';;;;;ir;** the inherent relationship and characteristics of data

objects.
Keywords: Interesting Knowledge, Transactional Database and Data Mining'

1. Introduction

with the advent of computerized systems everywhere, terabl'tes of data are being generated every day'

We need to process tfr".. Juiu to extract useful knowledge *Li"h .u,.t later be used for multiple puryoses

and we use data mining to accornplish that. Data miniig is the process of extracting interesting (non-

trivial,implicit,previouslyunknownand.potentiallyuseful)informatiorrorpatternsfromlarge
information repositories #n ur, relational database, iatu *uretorrseg, na! repository' etc The term

data mining l. u .irro*.r] ", ,rr. 
gr"r"os that the ij".tir" is extracting information from raw data and

changing it into a lrstinif" tt*cit" for turther uss no' 
'h:.:*o":'l:i !TT**) 

of data itself Pattem

mining, association *r" -ining and correlation ur. ihr.. of the most active helds of research in data

mining community. l.eqr,eni;il; mining and association rule miningfl] alsotithms are used to get a

generatized overview "f 
J;; Lut often thisls not ";;;1. 

;;.;r.. *t .iit" mlnimum suppofi threshold

is high, most obvious #;i;dg" will be found from thJpatterns and when 
lh;. 

sunnort threshold is low' a

huge riumber of redundant pit.*, will be generat;J' We can use correlation analysis and similarity

analysis to group simiiar association rules into a structure similar to multi-1eve1 association mles [2] For

someproblems,weare*o."i,,,",....dinfindingpattemsinsmallsegmentsofdata,insteadofaggregate
patterns. we can utilize transaction similarity ,o r.gr"gu," transactins into homogeneous groups and

then mine pattems or association rules in those groups for those cases'

Thereforetransactionsimilaritycanbeusefulinnumerousscenarios.Astransactionsarecomprisedof
items, their similarity should be an aggregate or tn" tititutity between .the 

comprising items ROCK[31

first proposed that instead of typical Jl.tun"" metric based *"urr."., using the number of common links

to measure the similaritl l"''.'ri"gt.""r data wili ttt"tt in better resulis and this claim was fuilher

validated by other..r.u'Chttt in the past decade'[41

There are numerous similarity measules for transactional data but the main drawback of existing

measuresistheycalculatesimilaritybetweentransactionsbasedononlythenumberofitemsinco-111o1
They do not consider the similarity between -i;;;;l;l items which results in inaccurate grouping of

transactions.

To better identify similar pattems, we plopose a similarity measure that takes into account two factors-

number of common ite-s urra the similarily between the mismatched items To make the measure robust

and effective, w" a"tirr. lt in ,u.t a way that ii f.tut t1ttt" fundamental propefiies : null-invariant'

normalized u,,d symmet,ic. These properties ensure that the measure generates meaningful results

without being biased by spurious data'
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In this paper, our contribution is twofold. First, we propose an algorithm to calculate the similarity
between two disjoint sets of transactions. Second, we propose a nul1-invariant and normalized symmetric
measure to represent similarity between two transactions. We experimented on 6 real life datasets to
validate our claim regarding the effectiveness ofour proposed measure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem of measuring similarity in
transactionai database and reviews the previous works in this field. Siction 3 describes the measureind
algorithm for measuring transaction similarity. Section 4 presents the experimental study and section 5
presents the conclusions.

2. Literature Review

A metric function or distance function is a function that defines a distance between elements/objects of a
set [5]. When measuring the similarity between two sets, we can use various distance measures like
Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, Minkowsky distance or similarity measures like cosine similarity
etc. But in order to find similarity between two data points, distance based metrics calculate only thl
physical distance between two data points and hence, are inadequate when it comes to capturing the
behaviour of transactional database. There is a high probability of the existence of similarity b.tweei two
transactions even ifthey are far apart from each other as measured by the distance metrics[6].
Some of the most widely used similarity measures are discussed here in Table 1. For twt sets A and B,
we define the following notations,

M1-AnB,
Mrc-B-A'
Ms- A- B,

Moo:{x:xEA andxE B}

None of these measures are specific for transactions. ROCK[3] first proposed a measure for transactions,
but it also counted the number of items two transactions had in 

"ornrrron 
and eROCK[7] was just an

optimized version of RoCK algorithm. Aggarwal[8] proposed the concept of measuring item
affinity using jaccard similarity. 1

Af finity(i, j) :

This did nol consider the similariry befween
similarity between a pair of transactions T:i1,
average affinity of their items. Formally,

sup(i, j)

s im(r, 71 : ET= rLi =r A(i P' i q)

m.n
This work motivated us to find similar transactions in transactional database.

sup(i) + sup(j) - sup(i,l)
the transactions where only i
....., i. and T':j1, ......, j" was

or only j appeared. The
then defined to be the

p.lt^t*^t s,t I Bangladesh Computer Society

able l: lr,xisting similaritv measures
Measure Name Equation Limitations

Simple
matching co-efficient

M1,1, + M00

M1,1 +M00+M07+ M70 Equal weight on Mnsand M;1

Hamming
distance A A B: Mjt +Mtj M11 is not considered

Jaccard similaritv lAnBl
lAu Bl

MlL + MOO

M11+M07+ M70
Similarity between Me1 and M s
not considered

Sorensen

Coefficient
2*MLl

2*M1',1 +M01,+ M10
Similarity between Mg1and M1s
not considered

Cosine

similarity
A. B

il,4il . ilBil
Similarity between M6, and M rc
not considered
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Table 2 : Example transaction database

Transaction Items

T1 ABCDE
T2 GHIJE
T3 ACGJE

T4 ADHJE

Ts AB CDF

T6 GHIJF

Tt ACGJF

T8 ADHJF

T r ans acti onS imilar ity (i, j) =

Demonstration of Transaction Similarity: Let us suppose, we are considering two transactions 73 and Ig
from Table 2:

73-ACGJEandT8:ADHJF

We have two items in common between T3 and Ts, therefore regular similarity measures will result in a

215 = 0.4 value. Now if we look at the items which appear in only one of the transactions, [C, G, E] in Z3

and [D, H , F] in Zs. We can observe that C-D, G:H and E-F are very similar items. Therefore we try to
predict how similar is L ald Ts using this information - they have 2 items in common and the other 3

items have a 80% similar counterpart in the other transaction.

. TransactionMatch(lc,G,q,P,H,4):0.8 + 0.8 + 0.8:2.4
Using these yalues, TransactionSimilarity : (2 + 2.4)/5 :0.88

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the performance study of the proposed algorithms will be evaluated under different
perfotmance metrics. Among the 7 datasets we experimented on 5 were collected from the spmf data
mining repository [10] and the snake and UKRetail datasets were coliected separately.

All the proposed algorithms were irpplemented in py.thon and experiments were performed in Windows
environment (Windows 10), on a 8th gen core-i7 intel processor which operates at l.6GHz with 16 GB of
memory. First, We demonstrate how we discover interesting knowledge in databases. Then we compare
the runtime and memory complexity.

4.1 Similarity between Transactions

4,1.1 Foodmurt
Foodmart is a sparse dataset containing 4141 custorner transactions from a retail store, obtained and
transformed from the SQL-Server 2000, having 1559 distinct items. In this dataset, we get a similarity
value of 1 for 55 pairs of transactions, with a maximum length of 6.

lCUl + TransactionMatch(M, N , Simitarity Matrix)
lril + lr jl

2
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Among the partially similar transactions, we get a maximum similarity of 0.78 between tratsactron 477
and2402. Both of these transactions are of length 8 and they differ in only 1 item. Item 1170 appears in
only Transaction4TT andttemT56 appears only in Transaction2402.

The two transactions are

Transaction 477:1043 1365 1542 1426 217 727 ll70 1399
Transaction 2402: 1043 1365 1542 1426 217 727 756 1399

As we can see they have 7 items in common with an average length of 8. Here the two distinct items are

I 170 and 756, which represent two different product's productlD.

4.1.2 UKRetail
This data set contains all the kansactions occurring between 0111212010 and 0911212017 for a UK-based
and registered non-store online retail. The company mainly sells unique all-occasion gifts. Many
customers of the company are wholesalers. Here we have a large number of transactions which have a

perfect similarity value which is expected from a retail shop.

As there are 4069 items and many 1 or 2length transactions,3148 transactions among the 5350
transactions are totally unique, that means they do not have even a single item in common. Among the
partially simiiar transactions, we have a maximum similarity value of 0.9375 between transaction 3162
and 4900. Both of these transactions have Length 33 and contain 32 distinct items which are corlmon to
both of them. The only difference between these two transactions is Transaction 3162 has item 2872
twice and Transaction 4900 has it once. On the other hand, 1356 appears twice in Transaction 4900 and
once in Transaction 3 162.

Transaction 3762: 1.356 2803 758 2 1795 2609 2611 1104 1095 1101 3882 10ll 897 896 894 1648 527
526 594 3838 2873 2872 2870 2392 2458 2452 2469 2466 944 945 946 978 2872

Transaction 4900: 1.356 2803 758 2 1795 2609 2611 1104 1095 1101 3882 1011 897 896 894 1648 527
526 594 3838 2873 2872 2870 2392 2458 2452 2469 2466 944 945 946 978 1356

trVe have sorted the transactions to easily demohstrate the similarity. We can see that the only difference
is in the last item, this is why this pair has a very high similarity value.

4.t.3 Sign

For th'e sign dataset, we have a total of 266,085 pairs of transactions as there are 730 transactions. Among
these we have 0 pairs with no similarity, we do not have any pairs in the 0.8 to 1 range and no
transactions with a similarity of 1. So there are no two duplicate transactions.

This is supportive to our intuition that a dataset of sign language utterance will not have any duplicates
and is expected to have some parts in common for most of the pairs.

We also ran our experiment in the snake dataset, mushroom dataset, chess dataset and the leviathan
dataset. All these results, listed in Table 3 indicate that our similarity measure can discover similarity
irrespective ofthe nature ofthe $ataset.

4.2 Distribution over Similarity Ranges

The number oItransaction pairs in each of the similariry ranges is an important characteristic of a dataset.

We can analyze the inherent characteristics of a dataset based on the distribution of transaction pairs for
different similarity ranges.

Fig. 1 represents the distribution of transactions for Foodmart, UkRetail and Snake Dataset. The X-axis
represent the similarity ranges : negligible similarity befween [0,001], similarity ranges with an interval
of 0.2 and perfect similarity with similarity value 1 and in the Y-axis we represent the percentage of
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transaction pair which fall in a particular similarity range. Therefore a higher bar at a particular similarity
range for a dataset means a larger portion of transaction pairs have similarity value which fa1ls in that
range.

As we can see from the figure, majority of the transaction pairs are in the range 0 to 0.4. Foodmart and
UKRetail have thousands of items that is why almost all of the transaction pairs fall within the 0 to 0.2
range. In the foodmart dataset, among the 4141 nansactions, we get around 17 million transaction pair
combinations. As our measure is s),mmetric, we calculate around 8.5 million combinations and among
those 8.46 million combinations have similarity value below 0.001. This is because it has very short
transactions and around 1559 items. But in UkRetail, we have transactions ofvarious length and there are

around 84 thousand transactions with perfect similarity which is expected from a market basket data.

In the Snake dataset, most of the transaction pairs should be partially similar because it has a small
number of items and it has very long transactions with just 20 items. This is clearly reflected in our
analysis-it has most of the transaction pairs within the similarity range 0.001 to 0.4.

Similarly, Fig. 2 represents the distribution of transactions for Chess, Mushroom and Sign dataset. We
observe that majority ofthe transactions are in the range 0.2 to 0.8, because these 3 datasets have a small
number of items, so it is expected that most of the transactions will share a number of itemsr Moreover,
according to the nature ofthese datasets,there should not be many duplicates- this is also represented in
our experiment as there is no duplicate for chess and sign dataset.

Table 3 : Number of transaction pair in each similarity range

Distributlon of Transactions across Similarity Ranges

for Sparse Datasets

59

o.9. or $ o.o oo o:8 o.o . o.o 0.3 oo o-" o.o

o.4 0.6 0.8 r.

E foodmart' E UKRetail e snake

Rarge of SimilarityValses

Fig. 1: Distribution oftransaction pairs in sparse datasets
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Fig. 2: Distribution of transaction pairs in dense datasets

Runtime Analysis: There are numerous algorithms to measure correlations and similarities between

patterns. Our algorithm is not comparable to those because we do not have to mine pattems first to mine
the correlations or similarities. The runtime of our algorithm mainly depends on the number of
transactions in a dataset and the length ofthose transactions.

If we have N transactions in a dataset, generally, we have to calculate N*N similarities. But as our
measure is sl,rnmetric, we have to analyze.,only half of those because Similarity(A,A):l and

Similarity(A,B):Similarity(B,A). Therefore, we calculate 101t) ,i-l1u.ities and the complexity of our

algorithm ts O(n2).

This is further reduced if we prune similarities below a certain thesholds. Then we can skip calculating
similarities for uninteresting transaction combinations. We can apply multiple optimization techniques

for this. Even without any optimization, our algorithm calculated 14 million transaction combination
similarity in just around 200 seconds in a windows PC.

Memory Analysis: As our measure is slmmetric we do not need to store the complete N*N matrix of

similarities, we can store f similarities. The amount of memory required by our program depends on

the average length of transactions, number of distinct items and number of transactions. For calculating
14 million transaction combinations in UKRetail, our algorithm took only 646MB of memory and this
can be optimized further if we imp,lement the memory manipulation in C++.

5. Conclusion

Measuring similarity in transactional database can result in the discovery of multiple dimensions of
interesting knowledge. But existing measures do not measure the contextual similarity of items properly,

because when comparing two items, they do not consider the similarity between the transactions where

one of them appears. Thus we proposed an algorithm to measure similarity between two transactions.

Measuring similarity between transactions in ffansactional database has numerous use cases. The

experiments demonstrate that it can be calculated very quickly even for larger datasets and it is an

effective measure across different contexts. We validate our claim with empirical results across real life
datasets.
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Abstract: The performance of software is disturbing in digitalization era, which has the ability to^stop the

.r.,fOuy life aciivities of a digitalization area. Therefore, an earlier prediction of software perfotmance

.ould piuy an important role to" save human times as well as daily life activities. The signs of reliability

.i"rg iriil1 .or.iug. and efficiency in system could be considered as a way to predict .the software

p"iiJ**... Thei factors cannot be deiermined accurately because of the presence of various types of

uncetainties. Therefore, this thesis presents a belief rule based expert system (BRBES) which has the

.upu.ity to calculate software performance under uncertainty. Chronological data of different software

p.ifo#un.. of the modern technology with specific reference to reliability as well as coverage and

lffi.i.r.y have been measured in validating tha BRBES. The dependability of our projected BRBES's

output is calculated in contrast with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) based system and Fuzzy 
^Logic

Based Expert System (FLBES) , whereas our BRBES's results are found more dependable than that of ANN

and FLBES . TLerefore, this BRBES can be measured to calculate the incidence of a software performance

in a area by taking account ofthe facts, related to the reliability, coverage and efficiency

Kervords: Software, Unceflainty, Prediction, Expert system, Belief rule base'

1. Introduction

Most software performance problems and their complexity can be arised by the occurrence of the

functional properlies of the software. Most of the performance, which bring immense sufferings to the

human woik, ian be noticed before their occuffence. Examples of such functional problems are Poor

response time, Long Load time, Poor scalability, Bottlenecking and many others. It is fundamental to

evaluate software performance since the early stages of the software lifecycle to reduce the risk of

perfonnance failuris. In fact, experience shows that "performance problems are most often due to

inappropriate architectural choices, rather than inefficient coding" [1].In extreme cases problems mav be

.o r.r.i. to require considerable redesign and reimplementation, or even project failure [2]. Software

performance evaluation is the process of predicting (early in the software development process) or

assessing (towards the end of the development process) whether a software system is able to meet

estabiishedperformance objectives [3]. A software performance system can be defined using appropriate

abstractions of the system itructure and functions. The earliest explanation providing this information is

Software Architecture (SA), defined as "the organization or structures of the system, which comprises

software components, the superficially observable properties of those components, and the relations

among them" [4l.

Therefore, the prediction of software before its performances drew significant attention. In [5], certain

criteria were suggested to identify the efficiency, compliance, and coverage of software. However. the

prediction of.o?wure is recognized as yet to be solved problem of Computer science, although the

pe.fo.man.. of software featuies and computing resources has been investigated by the researchers of

different countries for long time t6]i7]t8]. The performance and knowledge-based models have been

widely prefer-red to predicisoftware performance [7]. Queuing Network [9] Stochastic Process Algebra

tfO] ani Stochastic Timed Petri Net[ll] are the examples of performance models. In the perfonnance

model, different precursors are used to enable the shorl term prediction. Since the working environment is

chaotic and complex, the short term prediction is inappropriate'
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Table 1: Software performance uncertainty factors

Determinates Uncertaintv TvDes Discussion

Response time lncompleteness, vagueness
May refer to service requests in a
variety of technologies.

Resource Utilization Inconsistency, vagueness
The efficient and effective use of an

organization's resources.

Time Recovery Imprecision
Particular setting from a time in the
Dast.

Accessibilitv Imnrecision Brinss benefits to evervone.

Availability Imprecision
The probability that a system will work
as required.

Velocity Imprecision
The rate of change of position with
respect to time.

Error rate Imprecision
The rate at which errors occur in a
transmission svstem.

Accuracy lmprecision
Obtained from calculations depends on
usins bus-free comouter chios.

Correctness Ignorance, inconsistency To set or make true, accurate or right,

However, the knowledge-based models used the prior information in predicting software performance.
Software transferability [12] and Adaptive system characteristics [13] are the examples of such modeis.
The other categories of this model consist of the approaches, which have been developed by using
efficiency along with information related to the coverage and reliability to predict the software
performance [14]. The accwacy ofthe prediction models depends on their capability ofaddressing various
types ofuncefiainty, those exist with the signs ofreliability as well as with the coverage and efficiency as
illushated in Table 1 [15].

An expert system can be thought of suitable substitute while there is an absence of algorithmic solution to
a problem [16]. The software performance prediction is an instance ofsuch a problem due to its involving
complexity, multiple factors, often hard to calculate with accuracy. BRBESs (Belief Rule Based Expert
Systems) are measured as the suitable candidates to apply in this tlpe ofcomplex problem [17]. Therefoie, a
BRBES with the capability of evaluating software performance by considering the reliability along with the
coverage and efficiency is presented in this article.

The article is prepared in the following way. The present part introduces the significance of software
perfomance and the possibility to predict such events. The literature review is enclosed in part II, while the
BRBESs methodology is discussed in pafi IIL Part [V presents our proposed BRBES to predict software
performance. Results and discussions are elaborated in part V, while part VI concludes the article with an
suggestion of future work.

2. Related work
Software Performance prediction is an important area of research, which is evident from the presence of
various types of systems, available in the literature t6ltZll8lt9l. Graph transformation based methods,
including IIML(Unified Modelling Language) and LQN(Layered Queuing Networks) techniques are widely
used to predict the software performance with high accuracy [18]. The LQN notation was developed as a
mixture of Stochastic RendezvousiNetworks and the Method of Layers presented in [19] to predict the
software performance, which include software and hardware resources.
Extended Queuing Networks (EQN)I201 was also used to predict software performance. Software
performance-related information using extensions defined in the "UML outline for Performance,
Schedulability and Time" [21]. Generic process, based on the Performance of Software Engineering
approach [22] described in [23]. ln this system, Software performance assessment requires a systematic,
inclusive process to distinguish the dynamic behaviour of a software system in quantitative terms.
Architecture level software performance abshaction 124]. ln this system, investigation of performance is
restricted. Proxy Implementing Intelligence techniques [25].In this system, newly emerging research area.
Expressiveness of performance 126]. ln this system, Low Accuracy. Model-based software performance
prediction. In this system, significantly evaluated the benefits and needs fufiher validation. The
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performance of this system is better than that of human experts. However, relationship ru1e itself is a binary
approach and therefore, uncertainty issues cannot be resolute by this approach [27].

Online survey, the non-functional requirements are measured as the important software performance

prediction parameter [28]. The observation of activities of some parameter helps to predict software

performance. The cause for this parameters have better perceiving controi than person. The integration of
AI methods such as expert systems could generate better calculation result in terms of correctness.

Hence, from the over it can be argued that all the software performance parameters as illustrated in Table 1

have not been considered by any of the systems in an integrated framework. Fuzzy logic based approaches

are in capable ofmanaging all categories ofuncertainty having software performance elements as illustrated

in Table I, especially ignorance, inconsistency and incompleteness both in the process of inference

mechanisms and knowledge representation. On the contrary, BRBESs have the capability to represent the

types ofuncertainty as illustrated in Table 1 both in the inference processes as well as in the knowledge base

[29][30] in an integrated framework. thus, the next part will introduce the BRBESs methodology.

3. Overview of Brbess Method

The BRBES's method represents uncertain knowledge, while it considers a few of steps in the inference

procedure. This is elaborated below.

3.1 A schema to represent uncertain knowledge

Beliefrules are used to represent uncertain knowledge, where a beliefstructure is used in the consequent part

of each rule as shown in Eq. (1). Antecedent attributes are associated with the antecedent part with their

referential categories as can be seen in Eq. (1). Thus, belief rules can be considered an up-gradation of
classical IF-THEN rules.

' , ,l\ la .. ..a(x, is ef, 1RK:lF(X,isAitadri: _ ,k ,k
r')

THEN{Dt is 0,0 t.D2is BrU t........DUit frrt)l
Rx,0 j*ro.\21=,0,0. t)

with a rule weight 0 
O

and attrib.utes weights 6 I ,6 2 ,.. ,6 ft,k e I ,...,L (1)

Where the Kth rule consists of Tk athibutes in the 1eft side of the rule. Each attribute of the left part of the

Kth rule is associated with referential category. For example, AKi represents the referential category of the

Xl attribute.
A rule is said to be complete if the summation of all the belief degrees related with each referential category

of the consequent attribute of the attdbute becomes "1". On the contrary, it is considered as incomplete.

A belief rule base comprises Z rules. Fig. 1 represents a multilevel BRB framework, developed by taking the

context of the software perfomance prediction parameters as shown in Table 1. This BRB framework

consists of 4 BRBs, namely Dl0, Dll, D12 and Dl3. The bottom level BRBs are D10, D1land D12, while

the top levei BRB is D13. The leaf fodes of Dl2BRB are the attributes of the antecedent part of the ntles

considered in this belief rule base, while D12 is the attribute of the consequent part. Eq. (2) can be used to

compute the number of rules in D12BRB.

L=II',_,J (:)

Where Ji is the referential categories related with antecedent attribute of a ru1e, while L denotes the number of
rules available in a BRB.
If each leaf node of 'Dl2BRB contains three.referential values, then by using Eq. (2), the value of L will
become (3*3*3)=27.

Eq. (3) illushates the example of a rule associated with D13BRB.
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Figure 1: The BRB framework for evaluating software performance
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fFM vqlue> Input value) L value)THEN (s)

Low: M value - Input value

M vctlue- Lvalue
Medium: I - Low,

High:0.0

Therefore, in this case Eq. (5) will be applied, otherwise Eq. ( ). Thus, by applying Eq. (5), the matching

degrees for this input data (low) can be obtained for Low as 0.8 (Low - (50 10y(50 0): 0.8) for "Medium"

as 0.2 (Medium : 1 0.8 - 0.2) and for High as "0", which are illustrated (see Table 2). When the

referential categories are assigned with matching degrees then the rule is called packet antecedent and

hence, it is considered as active.

3.2.2 Rule Activation lVeight calculation

The activation weight calculation of a rule comprises calculating the combined matching degree, which is

obtained by using Eq. (6) as well as by calculating activation weight, which is obtained by applying Eq.

(7) t2rl.

able2 : Input transformation
Antecedent
Name

\ntecedent
y'alue

Matching
Desree Hish Medium Low

Conectness (D1) Low t0% 0.0 0.2 0.8

"r =fl';,b!Y'

where ap is the combined matching degree.

0,a, e,l!:,(o!\ul -, 6,
at = _;* = .- * ^'fi' ', ' ,, t.Di, = 

-- 
t. I (7)'-t 

z'i-,e,d , Lj , e,[1i;,@,'f'] max,-, , {do, i

where d6 is the normalized antecedent attribute weight, obtained by dividing the individual antecedent

athibute weight by the summation of all antecedent attribute weights of a rule. Hence, its value should be in

between 0 to 1.

From Table 3, it can be observed that rule "6" consists ofthree antecedent attributes with their individual

matching degrees, which need to be combined, by applying Eq. (6). The importance of this rule to calculate

the Reliability can be acquired by applying Eq. (7)- The implication of this value is that this rule has an

important impact in getting the result or it is greatly perceptive.

Table 3: Rule activatio calculation with combined

Rule

Id

Antecedent Conseouent Combined

Matching
Desree

Rule
Activation

WeishtDI D2 D3 H M L
6 L (0.t M 10.6) H (0.7) 0.1 0.6 0.3 0.015

3.2.3 Modified Belief Degree
This phenomenon can be considered as ignorance. In this state, the degree of belief of the original BRB

needs to be modified, which can be obtained by using Eq. (8).

(6)
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(8)

Il,i7 e is used in definingRoQ = t,...,T0)

I O,otherwise

I

I

I

I

-
I

I

n _ n Ll-,(rQ,k)Z',,-,ou)
pi* = p,t 

Zr,,,(lJ_)_
Where

(r,k1 =

Here, B,r is the initially assigned degree of belief, while B,o isthe modified degree of belief.

From Table 4, it can be observed that the original belief degrees of rule no. 6 have been modified since
the input data of "Correctness" antecedent attribute is absent. The updated values of the belief degrees are
obtained by applying Eq. (8).

'able 4: Belief

Rule ID IIigh Medium Low Activation Weight

6

Initial 0.1 0.6 0.3 I

Modified 0.09 0.34 0.6 0.095

3.2.4 Rule Aggregation
The ru1es of BRB need to be aggegated to obtain output data in response to the input data. As an instance,
the input data of D12BRB consists of [Dl:Low, D2 : Medium, and D3 : High]. ihe output value, i.e. the
value ofD12 consequent attribute, needs to be calculated in response to these input data, whichcan be
achieved by aggregating the rules associated with Dl2BRB. The ER (Evidentiai Reasoning) inference
mechanism is applied to obtain this overall calculative value in terms of fiizzy values. There ,ri- t*o for*,
of ER, namely, analy'tical and recursive. The analytical ER is measured io reduce the computational
complexity as shown in Eqs. (9)and (10).

" r ,lnf-_,|,*[ 
ir, - t .*zl_r f i*) nf _,(, ,02!=, t ,ollIti-+' t-r#t"'(g)

, [in, ,(,opu * r -,oL,.-r f 1*)-tr -,1,n!=,(r -,oz!-, t;o)) (t0)
Li=t

where f, illustrates the degree of belief related to the attribute of consequent referential category. By
applying Eq. (9) for the input values of D12BRB, the calculated value for the consequent atkibute .,D12,,,

which is obtained, consisting of (H, 0.3), (M,0.7), (L,0). By applying Eq. (11) rhe crisp value can be
determined against the fuzzy values. ,

!*:zI=, D,* p,(*) (11)
where the expected numerical value is referred by Y^, whereas each referentiai values's utility score is
denoted by Dn. By considering the utility score for "High" as 10, for "Medium,, as 7, and for ,,Low,, 

as 0,
thefuzzy values of D12 are converted into a numerical value, obtained as (10 * 0.09) + (7 * 0.34) + (0 *
0.6) : 3.28.

4. BRBES'to Evaluate Software Performance

4.1 BRBES' Design, Architecture and Implementation
The BRBES consists of a tkeeJayer architecture, which comprises interface layer, inference procedures,
and knowledge-base layers as can be seen in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: BRBES architecture

Since the structure is web-based, different web programming tools such as HTML, PHP and CSS are

considered to conshuct the scheme interface. The inference level consists ofdifferent inference procedures of

BRBES as discussed in the previous part. This l4yer has been developed by using JavaScript, PHP, and

JQuery. For ease and shorter development cyclbs, PHP has been considered. To make the client side

p.ifor*un.. dynamic, and used JavaScript, which maintains the relation between the interface layers and

inference. In contrast, JQuery has been considered to maintain the connection between the inference layers

and knowledge-base. The BRBES's knowledge-base is developed using MySQL because of its flexibility.

The preliminary BRB is also stored in MySQL. ln addition, MySQL facilitates rapid data access and provides

required security.

4.2 Knowledge Base Structure

The multi-level BRB structure is considered in consultation with domain experts. This structure is considered

as the initial point to construct the knowledge-base. A BRB can be constructed by applying different

approaches consisting of using knowledge of an expert, applying previous rules, examining previous data as

well as creating casual rules. Here, attributes and rules are assumed to contain identical weight significance.

"D12BRB" is illustrated in Table 5.

!:r'{{f:-:i(#:rrinterface or,n. ,.t ..., while there are other interfaces to input data of the leaf nodes

,uiiubl., ofFig. I from the users. From Fig."3 it can be observed that for the certain input data ofthree leaf

nodes (D1, Oi, OZy of "Dl2BRB", the fuzzy values of the root node D12 i.e. "Correctness" have been

obtained as (High, 73.6%), (Medium, 26.4%) and (Low, 0.00%). Using (11), this tuzzy value of D13 has been

transformed into a numerical or crisp value, which is obtained as 85.027o/o as shown in Fig. 3. Here, one

interesting finding is the fiuzy values of the mid-level nodes, which are "D10", "Dl1" and"Dl2" can also be

converted into criip values by using (11) and these can be used as the input data to the top level BRB, which

is "D13BRB". In this way, a co-relation between the strength of software performance and the reliability,

coverage and efficiency can be established by using this BRBES.
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Table 5: Initial BRB for D12BRB

Rule Id Rule Weight
IF Antecedent THEN Consequent

D1^D2^D3 is All is

H^H^H (H, 1.0), (M,0.0), (1,0.0)

2 H^H^M (H,0.0), (M, 1.0), (1,0.0)

l H"H^L (H, 0.6), (M, 0.3), (1, 0.1)

4 H"M"H (H, 0.5), (M,0.4), (1,0.1)

5 H^M^M (H, 0.4), (M, 0.3), (1, 0.3)

6 H^M^I, (H,0.3), (M, 0.2), (1,0.5)

21 L^L^L (H,0.0), (M,0.0), (1, 1.0)

An lnvestigation in lo lhe proyision ofa decision support system to evaiuate soffwats pertomance under uncertainty

rilttlkr r!+!'iP,!!E
Effi H

Fig.3: BRB interface

5. Results and Discussions

The dependability and the accuracy ofthe system has been determined by considering 125 datasets ofdifferent
software around the technological world. These datasets are associated with the leaf nodes of the system
structue as illustrated in Fig. 1. For simplicity, Table 6 illustrates datasets of 10 software, where columns 2
10 show the data of the leaf nodes, while column 11 shows the BRBES generated results in term of crisp
value, Column 12 of Table 6 shows the original result of software performance. Fig. 4 iilustrates the
performance of software with a amount of 8.6, occurred, at DataSoft.com in Bangladesh. It is interesting to
note that the BRBES generated software performance result for this software performance is 8.596, which is
very close to the original software perfomance amount. BRBES's generated results were also compared with
the Fuzzy Logic-based Expert System (FLBES). The output generated by FLBES for the same software is
found as 8.19, which is far away from the software original data. In Table 6, column 13 illustrates the FLBES
generated results.

I
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D1

(2)

D2 D3

(4)

D4

(5)

D5

(6)

D6

('t\

D7

/R\

D8

r'q)

D9

fl0)

BRBES

(11)

Origi-

nal (12)

FLBES

(1 3)

ANN

(14) Data (15)nce (1 )

S1 90 90 70 80 T5 80 75 90 75 7.6871 8.2 8,09 8.76

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

s10

80

90

85

90

80

90

80

85

85

85

95

90

85

65

85

80

80

90

80

15

70

75

80

90

80

80

85

70

85

80

85

80

85

85

15

15

TO

10

T5

80

80

80

80

TO

TO

70

75

75

75

70

80

80

70

75

80

75

75

10

15

80

80

15

10

75

80

75

85

85

80

85

10

70

70

85

75

80

75

65

80

80

6.9869

8.596

7.8138

8.4402

1 .3511

8.532

7.792

7.0237

7.338 I

'7.4

8.6

7.7

8.4

7.0

8,5

8.2

6.8
'7.5

8.18

8.19

8,08

8.1 I
8.10

8.09

8.07

8.06

8.09

8.35

8.ll
7.88

8.36

8.35

8.30

8.33

7.10

8.40
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Table 6: Software performance prediction results generated by BRBES and FLBES along with original
results

Finally, an ANN based system was also developed. Its results are shown in column 14 of Table 6. The result

of the same software by using this system is found as 8. I I , which is also far away from the original data.

Table 7: Dependability comparison among four systems Area Under Curve

Svstem

Asvmptotic 95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound Unner Bound

Original

BRBES

FLBES

ANN

0.73s

0.979

0.769

0.872

0.576

0.941

0.689

0.782

0.872

1.000

0928

0.962

When a software performance with more than "6.8" is found then the benchmark value is considered as 1,

otherwise it is considered as "0". Column 15 of Table 6 shows the benchmark data, which has also been

used to generate ROC curues. SPSS 23 has been used to generate the ROC curves.

Fig. 5 illustrates the ROC curves representing a comparison of dependability among the BRBES, ANN,
FLBES and the original data, obtained mainly by using the classical models. ROC curve with green line
represents BRBES results while with purple line represents ANN; gray line represents FLBES while blue

line represents original data. Table 7 illustrates the AUC for BRBES, ANN, FLBES and original data which
are0.979,0.872,0.'769 and 0.735 respectively. Therefore, it can be argued that the dependability of software

performance prediction of BRBES is better than that of original data because later obtained by using

classical models which are not developed by taking account of different categories of uncertainty related

with the different variables of software performance. On the conhary, the FLBESs only considers

uncertainties due to vagueness, apbiguity and imprecision in their knowledge representation scherne.

Therefore, the uncertainties due to randomness, igrorance and incompleteness, which are noticed in Table 1

with the software performance variables, are not considered in FLBES. On the other hand, the BRBES

considers all categories ofuncertainties associated with a knowledge representation schema and an inference

mechanism which are found in Table 1. Thus, the BRBES's outputs are found reliable in comparison to

FLBES as evident from Figure 5 and Table 7. Here, an interesting observation can be noticed that ANN
based systems consider only one leaming parameter i.e. weight, while BRBESs consisting of leaming
parameters rule weight, atkibute weight and.degree of belief [31]. Additionally, ANN represents black-box
type of system, which is not concemed with the different lpes of uncertainties related with variables of
software performance as illustrated in Table 1. Hence, ANN based system's outputs are not found reliable
than from BRBES which can be seen from Table 7 and Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4: Datasoft.com software performance, Bangladesh. [OriginaI result: 8.6, BRBES results:8.5961

Fig. 5: ROC curves comparing dependability among BRBES Al[N, FLBES and original result

6. Conclusion
The design, development as well as the applications of a BRBES to evaluate software performance from the

reliability, coverage and from efficiency are presented throughout this arlicle. A comparison ofthe BRBES's
results with ANN, FLBES, and original data has been carried out. It can be noticed that BRBES' outputs are

found dependable in comparison to ANN, FLBES and original data. As BRBES considers various categories

of uncertainties related with the variables of reliability as well as with the coverage and efficiency. The

BRBES, presented, in this paper is an example of a multilevel BRBES which allows the generation of various

scenarios of software performance predictions. For example, the efficiency can be predicted alone before

software performance occuffence. ln the same way, both coverage and efficiency can be analyzed before

software performance occulrence. ln this way, the BRBES allows the investigation of possible software

performance from a variety ofperspectives and hence, the decision-makers could take appropriate measures

to diminish the risk of software performance in a digitalization working area. Finally, by using the BRBES an

aggregated calculative view of software performance amount can be obtained. Such a BRBES can easily be

used to predict the software performance by looking at the reliability by anyone where there is a availability
of Intemet since the system is web-based. The real time software performance prediction could be Possible if
the input data can be acquired by deploying wireless sensor network technologies in a region [32].
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